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Overview
n Setting the Contexts


n Research Design


n Findings 


n Suggested next steps







Setting the Context
n Youth from immigrant families represent about 20% of all 


young Canadians under the age of 18, and are expected 
to reach 25% by 2016 (Canadian Council on Social 
Development, 2006)


n Growing public concern about youth gangs


n Public discourse- the reporting of and opinions on 
criminal and violent incidents


n Scanty research on children of immigrants







Research Objectives
This research sought to answer:


n why and how some youth from immigrant families have 
become involved in criminal gang activity.


n what strategies can be used to effectively support high 
risk and gang involved youth from immigrant families.







Research Design
n Mixed methodologies- Participatory action research and 


grounded theory


n Interplay of two processes 
n The participatory group process of the collaborative 


inquiry network- 32 community and service 
representatives 


n One on one inquiry into the lived experiences of 30 
gang involved youth and former gang members from 
immigrant families







Pathways towards Gang 
Involvement and Out of Gang 


Life







Pre-migration 
Vulnerabilities


n Foreign-born youth- Direct experiences
n Extreme violence and brutality
n Disadvantaged socioeconomic conditions
n Sporadic education


n Canadian-born youth- Indirect experiences
n Parents’ traumatic behaviours
n Strict upbringing of parents







In their Words…
I’ve seen lots of people dead in front of me.  Too much to 
count… I’ve seen people run behind me, beside me, and get 
shot. Once, my sister was close to being shot, but the lady 
beside her got shot. It wasn’t a good thing to see, because the 
lady was also carrying a baby on her back. The bullet went 
through the baby and out of the woman’s chest. I’m still happy it 
didn’t hit my sister, but I feel sorry for the lady too. I’ve seen lots 
of people die…After the war, hundred of soldiers, hundreds of 
mothers, hundreds of kids just lying around dead. And it would 
take about four to five days to clean it.  So every time I would go 
to school, I’d be seeing pictures of ladies on the run, I would be 
seeing how about if that was my mom, my dad, or sister laying 
on the ground like that. Basically, those memories would piss me 
off  (Zuberi)
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Disintegration:  Family 
Relationships


n Parenting- Neglectful, permissive, strict or hostile 
parenting as the prominent approaches to childrearing.


n Intergenerational/ acculturative gaps


n Differential treatment on the basis of gender, family 
position, mixed child status or stepchild status


n Negative sibling influences


n Negative parental influences


n Disadvantaged family socioeconomic conditions 







In their Words…
My older sister told my mom about my dad’s plans that he wanted to 
remarry to another lady and have 2 wives. So my mom confronted my 
dad about it.  That night, in this room right here is where we all 
slept…My dad came out and electrocuted my sister.  He plugged in a 
plug like that. And he ripped it open and he electrocuted her right in the 
eye. We were all very very terrified. I was only 5 at the time, but I still 
remember it like it was yesterday. And then he beat up my mom very 
badly, he broke her nose and cheek bone and stuff like that. That was 
the first time I had seen such a brutal thing in my life. That was 
probably the first major hit in my life…I didn’t like my dad at all. As I got 
older and I realised how cowardly acts that was too, and he started 
hitting her even more. So that’s why I think I rebelled a lot about it…I 
remember after that happened, the next day I remember I had killed a 
cat, it was a kitten actually.  Out of anger I picked up a big rock and 
started smashing it. That  was like a big thing in my life from when I did 
that, to what happened a couple of years down the line…Because I 
didn’t talk about it forever  It just sat with me for a while  (Bekele)







In their Words…
I never talked to my family about school. I would just go home, eat, and 
go to my room. Even other friends were like that with their family too. 
(Jagjeet)


About 16 [years old], I started to stay with your friends overnight…What 
my parents can do is trying to find me through my friend’s parents, right 
well, have you seen my son? And you know, your friends’ parents 
would say, “Well, I haven’t seen him.  Have you seen my son?” And 
some odd days, I went back home to take a shower to get clothing and 
I went back out again. I planned.  I wanted to make sure that they not 
home…You know, I didn’t want those awkward feelings and all that, 
right?  I did anything possibly to avoid those feelings. (Vinh)
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Disintegration:  School 
Interactions


n Learning barriers


n School transitions


n Bullying and racism


n Behaviour problems


n Negative peer influences


n Lack of parental involvement


n Inadequate and ineffective school support


n Disengagement from school







In their Words…
Reading and writing, and math and English- it was all so 
hard for me. I couldn’t attend no more. It was too hard for 
me. My brain was just going crazy. It was too much for me. 
I don’t understand everything, why I’m in school. (Osakwe)







In their Words…
I used to get called names all the time and pushed around and kicked 
and spit on and everything you can imagine in terms of bullying. So just 
getting called a Paki by itself made me upset, but it wasn’t the main 
thing.  That was part of it, but it would come hand in hand with 
punching me or spiting on me or kicking me or something.  Up until 10,  
I was bullied probably once a week… I don’t think it ever made sense. I 
think all it did was turn into anger…I wanted to take that out, but you 
know who am I gonna take that out on? You know what I mean? And 
then sometimes, I would snap at my family members, and they would 
be like “Well, what did we do?”  And I would just storm off and go to my 
room and say “Leave me alone.” I would just go hide in my room, you 
know. So anger from getting beaten up all the time, but how did I 
process that and how did I feel about it and what did I think? To be 
honest man, I don’t know... I think all that came out of that is anger, that 
that, why are these kids treating me like this. (Amir)
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Disintegration:  
Community Interactions


n Impoverished neighbourhoods


n Negative community influences- Violence, drug use, drug 
dealing, prostitution


n Lack of interactions with positive adults


n Negative peer influence and behaviour


n Racism and discrimination


n Lack of access to community resources


n Disengagement from ethnic community and general 
community







In their Words…
I don’t like that whole area.  People who are immigrants are sent to 
Dover or Forest Lawn.  I can’t stand that area of the city. I will never 
move back there. It’s the northwest for me. That it’s like the city just 
basically says, “Let Forest Lawn be Forest Lawn, let that area be the 
bad area of the city. Every city needs a bad area in it, let’s just let it be 
there.” You know what I mean? They come out to the media and say 
that they’re trying to do this and that, but they’re not trying to change 
anything. It’s all the media thing. To me, that’s how I see it. They’re the 
forgotten ones. Not just Forest Lawn, but Ogden, Bowness - all of those 
areas in the city that are just forgotten…You go to Tuscany, you go to 
Crowfoot, they got the clubs and different things for kids. You go down 
there [southeast], you have not much…Why not put the same things 
that they put in rich communities? Why only privileged communities? 
Some place where kids can go. (Salim)







In their Words…
I did my thing and I left their thing to themselves. Whatever benefited 
me, I would do, but I would never get involved with them. I would go 
with my [Pakistani] friends, and mainstream could do whatever they 
want. It’s not a part of us.  (Rashid)


I didn’t consider them [people at my mosque] a support system but I 
considered them a burden. So we’re part of a religious group, and we 
go the mosque every once in a while, and I never really liked those 
people there. I felt like an outcast when I went there. So, was it a 
support system? I mean, it could have been.  Was it a support system 
to me? No, not at all. I felt it was a chore going there, and I felt like an 
outcast, and I felt that these guys didn’t like me. (Amir)
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Crises of Identities and 
Belonging


n Disempowering self-concept- The victim/oppressed, the 
deprived/underprivileged, the unwanted, the incapable, 
the follower, the frustrated/ disillusioned, and the 
delinquent


n Under-developed Canadian identity


n Lack of empowering ethnic identity


n Under-developed sense of belonging







In their Words…
I have nothing to go back to. I don’t know my background. I don’t 
even know my own language. I never even seen my dad. 
(Mamdouh)


I was just like looking at the mirror, like thinking…I just wanted 
to, feel like, spitting at myself, you know, spit on my skin or 
something. I just hated it, you know, disliked it…I just felt like, 
people look at me and call me the N word, you know.   That’s 
why I hated myself, even if I was a little bit lighter than this.  You 
see, (gesturing vertical hierarchy) there’s Black, and then there 
is light, and then there is a little bit Black, and then there is 
mulatto, and then all the way down here is where tar is, you 
know.  And I’m like there (pointing to the bottom), that’s what I 
feel like, you know. These kind of light skin guys, they get away 


     







In their Words…
I saw myself as an outcast, like I wasn’t wanted. Somebody that 
wasn’t wanted, somebody that was bullied…I didn’t feel 
belonging at home. I didn’t belong in school either, because 
people called me names so I felt bad about myself.  (Mamdouh)


I don’t feel at home here. There’s no real home. What we’re 
going through now, I don’t think there’s such thing as home. I 
don’t know where I belong to tell you the truth - I still don’t know. 
(Jagjeet)
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Substituted Integration: 
High Risk Social 


Cliques
n Development of social cliques


n Connection to established social cliques


n Group structure- informal, peer group


n Benefits- social support, protection, status, cultural pride


n Activities- thrill seeking behaviours, recreational 
activities, bullying others, fighting, vandalism, theft, drug 
use, selling drugs







In their Words…
In grade 11, I started to go outside a lot. I would come 
home late and lock my room, because I had 10-15 guys in 
my room sleeping together without mom and dad knowing 
that. In the morning my mom would wake me up, and we 
somehow sneak out and sneak in, and we kept doing that 
over and over. She thought that I was going to school, but I 
never went to school. (Jagjeet)







In their Words…
First, I wanted a name. I wanted people to stop bugging 
me. Second of all, I wanted the power that they had. Third 
of all, I wanted revenge…I got exactly what I wanted. That’s 
all I wanted at the time…All you wanted at the time was to 
feel tough, feel big, to have the attention, and to be 
untouchable where nobody can do anything to you…I was 
untouchable, and everybody knew that. And that made me 
become cocky. (Pierre)
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Substituted Integration: 
Criminal Gangs


n Development of criminal gangs


n Connection to established criminal gangs


n Gang structure- explicit intent of committing criminal activity; 
hierarchically structured; Selectively open to expanding 
membership; 


n Dynamics- rituals, ethnically based/ multicultural gangs, group 
identity, insular relationship, level of sophistication


n Activities- drug trade; debt collection and extortion; property 
theft and robbery; selling guns, fighting 


n Benefits- human bonding and solidarity, money, power and 
status, thrills, access to drugs







In their Words…
Every gang member, I’ll tell you right now, they’re insecure 
by themselves. I’ve been in it myself. They’re nobodies. 
They’re insecure. They’re not their own person, but when 
they’re in a gang, and there’s a group of them, all of 
sudden superman comes out of them. They’re very macho 
and all of a sudden, they got all this confidence in the 
world. They can take out this building with one punch, they 
can become superman. But when they’re by themselves, 
that Clark Kent comes back in them, you know, with the 
glasses- they’re just geeks. I’m just saying that from 
experience. (Salim)
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Gang Exit: Turning 
Points


n Deaths of innocent by-standers 


n Deaths of friends


n Peer betrayal


n Cognitive maturity


n Fatherhood/ desire to be a good role model to siblings


n Religious awakening







In their Words…
I felt lost in life. There was something in my life that was just missing. I 
know everybody talks about it, but that’s what happened to me too. 
There was something missing in your life, and you feel empty, and the 
reason why I got into fighting was trying to fill that stuff too. To become 
a man, I thought it would make me full, but it didn’t.  It just made me 
cocky, arrogant, and irrational. When I got into religion, I just needed 
something in my life to change me. I just started researching, because 
my mom talks about religion all the time, and why Islam was so 
beautiful, and I also thought about why people feel good when they go 
to the mosque. You research, and then you find out. I didn’t know a lot 
of things about religion. Every time I hear stuff about religion, I feel like 
something comes up from my chest and expands me. It makes me feel 
better. It gives me something to do and to focus on. Something that I 
know is right to do. Something that makes life comfortable for everyone 
around me and myself.  (Rashid)
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Gang Exit/ 
Reintegration Strategies
n Unlearn gang identities


n Seek support from family members


n Access social support and services


n Seek legitimate employment


n Seek mentorship in ethnic communities







In their Words…
I made less money than I used to.  But I don’t even know 
where the money went before. Easy come, easy go. I make 
about $1000 in two weeks. But the thing is, I’m putting it 
towards something very useful. I’m putting it towards a car. 
It’s my car, not a jacked car. I have a license. It’s not huge 
for you, but it’s a huge accomplishment for me to get a 
license without cheating. That’s one thing you have. If my 
family needs help, the only thing I can do for them to help is 
sell my car. (Jagjeet)







In their Words…
I started training kids [boxing] out of my house. All the neighbourhood 
kids loved coming to my house. I would turn my basement and my 
garage into a gym. So I started training them. The joy I seen in them, it 
brought me back to when I was young, and I wished that somebody 
would have done that for me when I was young, instead of letting me 
go into a different path and not care, and just think that I’ll change one 
day. For me to see the joy in these kids eyes, and teach them discipline 
and respect their parents, and how important school was, and how 
important it was to be a leader, not a follower…If you teach them when 
they’re young to be leaders, and to show respect and to have dignity, 
you get them young. That’s what I wish somebody would have done for 
me…You fall in that hole, and it’s hard to get out of that hole without a 
rope. I always wished that somebody would help me out and throw in 
that rope a little bit. Nobody did, and I managed to find my way out. But 
that’s what I was trying to do with these young kids. Before they even 
find the hole and fall into it, I want to stop them and get to them before 
that  (Salim)







Summary of Findings
n Multiplicity of needs/ issues


n Severity of needs/ issues


n Prolonged exposure to negative experiences 


n Disintegration in relationships at home, school and in the 
community


n Unravelling of identities and belonging 







Practical Framework:  
Vision


n Stakeholders in diverse sectors and communities will 
work collaboratively to support youth from immigrant 
families who are at risk or have a history of criminal gang 
involvement to develop positive identities and achieve a 
healthy sense of belonging at home, school and in the 
community. 







Practical Framework:  
Guiding Principles


n Promote positive identity development in all services and 
programs


n Ensure equitable resource allocation, opportunities and 
outcomes


n Promote multi-sectoral involvement, coordination and 
collaboration


n Adopt multiple approaches on the part of youth services


n Address multiple needs with multiple interventions


n Ensure timeliness and responsiveness of services 







Practical Framework:  
Family-based Support







Practical Framework:  
School-based Support







Practical Framework:  
Community-based Support







Recommended Next 
Steps


n Achieve shared understanding about issues


n Adopt the suggested framework as a starting point for collaborative 
action


n Establish a multi-stakeholder, multi-sectoral infrastructure to implement 
plan


n Ensure emphases on prevention and interventions; family-based, 
school-based and community-based support; and policy, practice and 
research


n Address specific programming and access to general services and 
resources


n Integrate an explicit focus on identities


n Support organizational change and cultural competence


n Involve youth and ethnic communities in all collaborative efforts







A Collaborative 
Initiative


n Effective Community Response to Immigrant Youth Gang Crime 
initiative in Calgary- Built on the Comprehensive Gang Model 
developed by Spergel (1997)
n Strategy #1: Community Mobilization- Action research, collaborative 


inquiry network, collaborative action plan
n Strategy #2:  Provision of Social Intervention and Opportunities- Provide 


gang involved or high risk immigrant youth  with educational, life skill and 
employment related services and personal support; Connect gang 
involved and high risk youth and families to services and resources in the 
community to enhance their social wellbeing and connections, and (3) 
support former gang involved youth to develop and enhance leadership 
skills to make positive contributions to the community







A Collaborative Effort


n Strategy #3:  Gang Suppression and Social Control- Support for justice 
stakeholders to work effectively with ethnocultural communities 


n Strategy#4:  Organizational Development and Change    This strategy 
supports participating organizations and institutions to examine their 
policies and practices, and to plan and implement strategies to provide 
culturally responsive services to gang involved and high risk youth from 
immigrant families
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Overview


n Background
n Research objectives
n Data collection
n Results
n Limitations
n Future research







Research objectives


To identify factors that 
n affect the settlement experiences of 


newcomer youth and
n facilitate their successful integration. 







Research questions
n 1. What are the backgrounds and characteristics of 


immigrant youth who have become youth leaders or 
role models in their communities? 


n 2. What challenges have they faced in their 
resettlement process?


n 3. What factors have served to support them and/or 
to reduce the impact of negative influences in their 
lives?


n 4. What recommendations do participants have for 
improving existing services and/or developing new 
programs to address the needs of newcomer youth? 







Recruitment


n immigrants or refugees;
n arrived in Edmonton between the ages 


of 12 and 20; 
n currently aged 14-30 years;
n identified as youth leaders/role models 


in their community
n recommended by community partners







Participant backgrounds


n 5 participants (3 males, 2 females) 
representing the following countries:
Colombia, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Liberia, 
Rwanda


n Mean age: 20.6y (range: 19-22y)
n Mean length of residence: 4.7 years 


(range: 4y-5y) 







Interviews
§ 60-90-minute audio-taped interviews
§ Content:


Arrival


Family


Housing


School


Friends


Gang involvement


Programs/services


Employment


Support


Stress


Discrimination/racism


Criminal involvement


Advice


Future hopes







Challenges


§ culture shock
§ cold weather 
§ lack of English, isolation
§ unfamiliar school system 
§ financial problems
§ perceived racism, stereotyping







Culture shock


n When I arrived it was really hard for 
me. I didn’t see anything good 
actually... I was in big shock. I was in 
big shock... It was cold and I didn’t like 
it... I used to be, at school, very 
involved. And I came here and I 
couldn’t talk. People were doing stuff 
and I felt like humiliated in a sense.







School: Placement


n Here in Canada it’s based on your age, 
you’re put according to your age, but 
from where we come from it’s based on 
your knowledge. You write a test and 
they put you on a grade that’s suitable 
for you. So I was put back, um, three 
years behind and I had to repeat Junior 
High all over again. So that was very 
frustrating.







School: Policies


n 3 out of 5 people said school policies 
were never explained to them, or if 
they were explained, they never 
understood them. 


n I’d show up at school and it would 
be closed, and I’d be like “Oh no, 
it’s a holiday.”







Financial problems


n Parents’ foreign credentials, skills, 
experience not recognized, or 


n parents unable to work 
n My three brothers were working, paying for 


their refugee transportation loan and also 
ours. So that was a bit challenging because 
they missed out on their education and even 
on their communication skill.







Financial problems


n By the time you’re done paying all the bills, 
all the money’s gone. Nothing – you have 
nothing left to pay for school fees or to even 
pay for the [refugee transportation] loan…. 
My mum, the burden is all mum’s, ‘cause  
she’s usually paying most of the bills now,   
so it’s really tough on her, like really really 
tough.







Perceived racism


n I have been working in this office for a very 
long time and there is an opening for a job, 
which of course I am competent of, but now 
a white dude comes, (sorry to say), and 
applies for this job, and he gets it right away. 
Maybe where there is nobody that can take 
that job, then I’ll get the job. 







Perceived racism
n I was wiping the table, and the lady… her bag was 


sitting right beside her; she took her bag, she put it 
on her lap, then she put it on the other side, and I 
was like ‘WOW! I’m going to steal your stuff?’ But I 
didn’t say that, right?… She just got up, took her bag 
and went to the washroom, and I went to the guy 
[sitting with her] and like, “You know, not every 
black person’s a thief, can you please tell her that?”… 
After a while, I was cleaning and the guy was 
passing by and it was like HE was scared now…







Perceived racism


n I was going to Walmart to buy something and 
it was about 7pm in winter, so it was a little 
dark outside. So this lady was approaching, 
she looked like she was 25, and she had her 
handbag, just walking and approaching. And 
I just started to [ask directions], and she just 
had her bag LIKE THIS and she started 
running…. 







Perceived racism


n DWB, Driving While Black…. 
[My friend] bought a [BMW] and they 
[the police] are always stopping him 
and asking him like “Is this your car? 
What are you doing with this car? Is 
this car stolen?”







Stereotyping


n I’ll be walking in the street with my 
hoodie on, and people will ask me,   
“Are you selling weed?” or they’re 
asking me if I want to buy weed, and 
it’s really easy to get involved in that…







Community supports


§ ESL classes and school programs 
§ Friendship networks
§ Faith communities
§ Organizations such as 
§ Catholic Social Services
§ Multicultural Health Brokers







1. School: ESL classes


n I love the school because everybody 
was so welcoming. Especially the 
department head of ESL, (name). That 
lady has helped me from the beginning. 
That was a good thing, the ESL 
program.







School: Activities
n The school’s Student Public Relations committee… 


provided me with all these opportunities and all skills 
that I need to learn. It’s pretty much like a student 
leader organization, so we would go volunteer at 
different places, at different events at the school, so 
it really builds up our self-confidence and how we 
interact with people. I think it built up our public 
speaking skill because we would participate in the 
meetings every Monday. And it was a really, really, 
really positive student body.







2. Friendship networks
n I went to (high school) where I think I was the only 


student from Eritrea. I think it was a good thing 
because I was able to make friends with people from 
other cultures as well.


n Not having Latino friends in the beginning helped me 
to get involved in different things. And outside of 
school also.


n I realized after two years or a year and a half that I 
really need to expand my horizon of friends and 
because I think that by doing that, there’s a lot more 
opportunities that I can make.







3. Faith communities
n [Church] did a lot for us, especially for 


my family. It’s a big thing in our family 
and so to find that, it was like we had a 
community. Somewhere to belong. 







Faith communities


n It’s my faith… my beliefs that’ve been holding 
me together living in this country, because 
it’s just very similar. We’re very far from our 
family, we’re very far from our friends, we 
don’t know our surroundings, but it’s just… 
that I know that God is there and He’s 
looking after us and we should not just worry 
about anything. But it’s my part that I need 
to open up myself to the surroundings. 







4. Community organizations
n I was very involved in Catholic Social Services. They 


have programs, or they used to have before, where 
like every Tuesday and Thursday they will teach 
about the Canadian culture, so how the police work, 
you know, rules and stuff... And they have a summer 
program where they show you around the city, so my 
sisters and I were part of that... And they … gave us 
something like our sponsor family. So we had like a 
family that helped us out around the city.







Recommended services and 
programs


1. Comprehensive orientation to Canadian 
systems


n There needs to be a youth guide where they 
teach you how does the transportation 
system work, how does the school system 
work, in future.


n Suggestions: through the schools, through settlement 
agencies, through ethnocultural communities







2. School support


n Anything that encourages them [youth] to 
continue going to school, to continue being, 
you know, successful. Like, these kind of 
things are very important to me. 







3. After-school programs
n More after-school programs…. Because usually kids 


go to school and… you just follow your friends. You 
don’t know where they’re going, they just go and 
start walking in the mall, getting in trouble 
sometimes. It’s easier to like get into trouble… just 
walking around doing nothing…. It’s easier to join 
gangs. More programs…would encourage kids to like 
stay and stay active…. They grow up and become 
new mentors…we really need more programs, 
because we can’t take any chances.







4. Broader community                               
networks


Ethnocultural communities, NGOs
n Say for example, you have a Liberian 


community association here right so this was 
to work alongside the NGOs, to help people. 
So if the Mennonite Centre got people from 
Liberia, for example, to send them to these 
little communities.







Current community 
involvement


n All 5 participants volunteered and were 
involved in refugee youth-related programs:
e.g., Air Cadets, sports, church, Catholic 
Social Services (homework club, music 
group), Big Brothers Big Sisters, Multicultural 
Health Brokers Coop, John Humphrey Centre 
for Peace and Human Rights, Canadian 
Council for Refugees 







Current community involvement


n This summer I was helping with Boys 
and Girls Club; they had a program 
where they all help junior high kids, 
they have like difficulties with the 
culture and stuff. And they all do 
activities for them. So, kind of like a 
mentorship program.







Current community involvement


n I’m a youth coordinator for my 
community, and so we run programs  
for kids, like homework clubs,         
Girls’ Council groups. We go to 
conferences…







Current community involvement


n I helped with the Red Cross… Global Youth 
Symposium. So it’s an experience for 
Canadians to live what refugees go 
through...But because it was what refugees 
go through, we had to have a refugee 
simulation...I thought I was able to do it, but 
when we started the simulation it was just 
too close to what happened to me, it was too 
torturing. 







Participants’ future goals


n My vision is to see us young Africans, you 
know, come together and empower 
ourselves, educate ourselves, be successful. 
And find a way that we could help our 
country, our continent, our nation, our people 
overcome whatever barriers that forced us 
out of Africa, out of the country we came 
from to here... Use whatever resources that 
we were privileged to have here and share it 
with others.







Participants’ future goals


n ...We went from literally being silver spoon-
fed in [country] where my parents were so 
wealthy, to losing everything in one hour, and 
then to being... displaced. So you get to see 
both sides right?... So, having seen all that 
and experienced all that, for me, it inspires 
me to do great in life and help those who 
were not so lucky as I was. 







Participants’ future goals


n I would like to help to build a 
community. No one is born a criminal, 
so we just have to train them…. I like to 
help the youth of the community, as 
much as I can… because they are the 
future. 







Limitations of the study


- Dependent on recommendations from 
community partners (interpretations of  
“youth leader” or “role model”  may vary)


- Recruitment factors
- Sensitive issues (reluctance to discuss 


settlement experiences, etc.)







Future research


- Greater number of participants from 
- a wider range of countries of origin
- a variety of immigration classes (family 


class, economic immigrants, refugees)







Thank you.
marian.rossiter@ualberta.ca


dripley@ualberta.ca
sarvenaz.hatami@ualberta.ca
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Immigration and Crime


• Framework to explain relationship between 
race, ethnicity, immigration, and crime:
– Importation model


– Cultural conflict model


– Strain/frustration model


– Bias model


“There is an urgent need for more and better 
information on immigration, ethnicity and


criminal behaviour.” (Wortley, 2003)







Phase I – Stakeholder Perspectives


• Phase I:
– To understand the risk and protective factors 


perceived by community stakeholders to exert an 
influence on ‘at-risk’ immigrant and refugee youth 
who eventually come into conflict with the law.


– Interviews were conducted with 12 stakeholders 
from social service agencies, community groups, 
and the criminal justice and mental health 
systems.







Key Findings


• Educational difficulties considered to have the 
greatest impact on immigrant youth.


• Strain/frustration model considered to best 
explain immigrant youths’ pathways to crime.


Reference: Rossiter, M. J., & Rossiter, K. R. (2009). Diamonds in the rough: Bridging 
gaps in supports for at-risk immigrant and refugee youth. Journal of 
International Migration and Integration, 10, 406-429.







Phase II – Youth Perspectives


• Phase II:
– To explore the factors that immigrant and refugee 


youth themselves perceive to have influenced 
their involvement in crime, violence, and gangs.







Research Questions


• Primary focus of the study:
– What factors do immigrant youth who have come 


into contact with the justice system perceive to 
have exerted a negative influence on their lives?


– What protective factors have served to lessen the 
impact of negative influences in their lives?


– What services/programs have youth accessed, and 
what are their recommendations for improving 
services for at-risk immigrant and refugee youth?







Methodology


• Inclusion criteria:
– Between ages 14–30


– Immigrated to Canada between ages 12–20


– Convicted of a criminal offence and sentenced


– Proficiency in spoken English


• Semi-structured interviews (60-90 min)


• Content analysis of transcribed interviews







Recruiting Agencies


• Community Corrections
• Edmonton Young Offenders 


Centre
• Edmonton Youth 


Attendance Centre
• Fort Saskatchewan 


Correctional Centre
• John Howard Society
• Youth Criminal Defence


Office


• Alberta Somali Community 
Centre


• Centre for Race and Culture
• Edmonton Mennonite 


Centre for Newcomers
• iHuman
• Multicultural Health Brokers 


Co-op
• Sudanese Canadian 


Community Association
• YOUCAN
• Youth Emergency Shelter
• Youth Ventures







Interview Questions


• Background and settlement in Canada


• Supports in the settlement process


• Problems experienced since arrival in Canada


• Experiences of victimization and discrimination


• Understanding of Canadian laws


• Involvement in crime and gang-related activity


• Involvement with the criminal justice system


• Advice for new immigrant and refugee youth







Participant Profiles


• Aiming to interview 25 immigrant youth


• To date, we have 2 participants:
– Both are males in their early/mid twenties


– Both are of African descent


– Both have been in Canada for 8 years


– One dropped out of high school; one completed at 
a school for youth with mild cognitive disabilities







Pre-/Post-migration Experiences


• Both experienced violence, and lost family 
members to violence in their home countries:
– “…when we first came I was having some dreams 


like, you know, like my granddad was shot right in 
front of me, and that’s how I got shot.”


– “…in my home country like it was, there was a 
wars you know in all the, kind of like a made me, I 
lost my primary family…”


• Both have experienced homelessness, racial 
discrimination, and victimization in Canada.







Family Poverty


• Poverty and pressure to contribute to the 
family income may interfere with academic 
success for some youth:


• “I was working two jobs and I was going to school. You 
gotta do what you gotta do.”


• “…what made me kind of like drop out of school was 
more like I feel like I can’t afford to go to school and pay 
and still survive so I feel like I had to work.”







Lack of Guidance


• Limited supervision or guidance can leave youth 
vulnerable to negative influences in their 
communities:


• “…there’s no one who’s there like to guide you – like here, 
this is good, this is bad…”


• “He’s going there making drug deals. And like this is normal 
stuff – that’s how they see it. So they go and they do it. And 
they grow up with that mentality.”


• “…stay close to family and actually true friends and stuff –
like there’s some people that would tell you that if you’re 
new and stuff they’ll tell you ‘oh, selling drugs, it’s okay.’”







Crime and Gang Involvement


• Criminal and gang activity may be considered 
attractive because it offers an alternative 
source of income and a sense of belonging:


• “If you’re not making money you can just go to the 
street and start selling drugs.”


• “…kind of like approach you, like persuade you like the 
benefit of being in a gang and how much money you 
can make being in a gang and this and that and just like 
you know how I could be in power too.”







Knowledge of Canadian Law


• Direct or indirect experiences with the criminal 
justice system may be the first time youth learn 
about Canadian laws:


• “[I learned about Canadian laws] when I started getting 
myself into trouble, started getting arrested and going courts 
and such.”


• “I was told you cannot hit a girl. Or whether she’s your 
girlfriend or wife, no, you cannot here. You can get arrested. I 
found out about that when this girl… when he hit his 
girlfriend when she was pregnant, and she fainted or 
something and the cops have to come. That’s when I found 
that was wrong.”







Knowledge of Canadian Law


• Information about Canadian laws should be 
provided in schools and in the community, 
ideally as a series of classes or workshops:


• “…people don’t know about the Canadian law, I can say 
even people from here too. Not until probably they 
started getting in trouble or have a specific class that 
teaches about it but, even in school they don’t teach 
much about it.”


• “’Cause some people don’t learn stuff in one day, so it’s 
gotta be step by step – something like that.”







Supportive Relationships


• Positive relationships with teachers and helping 
professionals may serve to lessen the impact of 
negative influences in their lives:


• “I probably like my ESL English teachers, the one that came 
kind of close to me but other than that I don’t recall any 
relationship with teachers.”


• “There was this teacher there […] she helped me a lot.”
• “I guess it’s just the fact that like, somebody [a psychologist] 


listening and giving different advices on how to do certain 
things and how to control yourself and how to make the right 
decisions.”







Opportunities for Success


• Community-based organizations offer programs, 
opportunities, and mentorship that may help 
keep at-risk youth out of trouble:


• “Like programs that would encourage at least like a lot of 
youth to be involved in like let’s say sports […] different 
activities than they just take them off the mind of like looking 
for something else to do.”


• “But me coming to this studio, it kinda… I won’t say they 
change me in like you just change your picture and stuff, but 
I say it kind of lead me to the direction in that I wanted to 
go.”







Recruitment Challenges


• Mobile nature of the population


• Trauma of revisiting negative experiences


• Fear of disclosing criminal behaviour


• Distrust of researchers


• Reluctance of workers to recruit youth


• Modest financial compensation


• Limited inclusion criteria







Thank you.


Katherine R. Rossiter
School of Criminology


Simon Fraser University
rossiter@sfu.ca


Marian J. Rossiter
Educational Psychology
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